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Press Release
OPEN LABS RELEASES STAGELIGHT 1.1 UPDATE
The Easy Way To Create Music – JUST GOT EASIER!

Austin, TX. – June 26, 2013 - Open Labs, LLC. (www.openlabs.com), today announced StageLight 1.1, a significant
update to the groundbreaking music app. StageLight 1.1 adds all-new features and enhancements that expand the app’s
core creation capabilities, performance and overall functionality - making it even easier for you to create music.
StageLight 1.1 is FREE for all registered owners and is available for download by simply launching the app and selecting
the UPDATE option.
“StageLight 1.1 is more than just an update, it’s a collaborative effort of creative minds working together to achieve
something special,” said Cliff Mountain, owner and CEO. “StageLight 1.1 proudly emerges after months of hard work
from our team – employees, customers and partners. As a result, we are now a major step closer to achieving our goal of
providing people of any skill level or financial situation the tools and training necessary to create their own music.”
As a testament, StageLight 1.1 introduces the all-new Linkin Park-inspired SongBuilder™ which quickly and easily
navigates you through the music creation process. “If music is the subject, SongBuilder is the teacher,” explains
Mountain. SongBuilder was originally designed to empower people musically through a series of simple step-by-step
progressions. For this version of SongBuilder, we worked closely with our partners Linkin Park, whom are strong
supporters of music education. This update to SongBuilder is not just for beginners, 1.1 now has intermediate lessons for
those graduating from beginner status to aspiring artist.
StageLight 1.1 also includes a brand new integrated drum machine, which makes creating drum beats fast, simple and
most importantly, fun. The new drum machine was inspired and developed with multi-platinum producer Timbaland.
You now have the choice of creating beats using a traditional step sequencer or with StageLight’s new touch-screenready, velocity sensitive drum pads. You can easily enhance and customize your drums sounds by simply adding a
variety of included or 3rd party effects and plug-ins to each individual drum track as well as import prerecorded loops and
samples.
If you haven’t already purchased StageLight, these and other amazing features can all be yours for only $9.99/USD. You can
download a 30-day FREE trial or the full version of StageLight 1.1 here: www.openlabs.com. Today, StageLight 1.1 is available
for PCs that have Windows 7 or Windows 8, a minimum of 4 GB of RAM and at least an i3 processor or equivalent. StageLight
is available in English and in simplified Chinese. For more information on StageLight 1.1 updates, a video can be found here:
http://youtu.be/TdZ2UEUmMRk.
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About Open Labs, LLC.
Headquartered in Austin, TX – “The Live Music Capital of the World” – Open Labs creates software and hardware
products designed to inspire, educate and elevate aspiring and professional musicians across the world.

